In recent years we have witnessed an explosion of on-line unstructured information in multiple languages, making natural language processing technologies such as automatic text summarization increasingly important for the information society. Text Summarization provides users with condensed descriptions of documents, allowing them to make informed decisions based on text summaries. Text summarization can be combined with Information Retrieval (IR) and Question Answering (QA) to provide users with focus-based or query-based summaries which are targeted towards the users' specific needs. When the information a user looks for is spread across multiple sources, text summarization can be used to condense facts and present a nonredundant account of the most relevant facts found across a set of documents.
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The objective of this IJCNLP 2008 tutorial is to give an overview of a number of technologies in natural language processing for information access including: single and multidocument summarization, cross-lingual summarization; and summarization in the context of question answering.
The tutorial will discuss summarization concepts and techniques as well as its relation and relevance to other technologies such as information retrieval and question answering. It will also include description of available resources for development, training and evaluation of summarization components. A summarization (multidocument and multilingual) toolkit will be used for demonstration purposes. A number of question answering components relevant for the creation of definitional summaries and profiles will also be demonstrated. 
